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UEST EDITORIAL

ILICON-BASED MOEMS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
icro-optoelectromechanical systems �MOEMS� have
eveloped into a unique class of micromachines that spe-
ialize in sensing and spatial-temporal modulation of elec-
romagnetic radiation. Silicon-based substrates are the
tandard developmental platform for MOEMS devices as
hey are widely available, versatile, and offer the advantage
f large-volume manufacturing at low cost. New materials,
ophisticated fabrication processes, and designs have been
roposed. They have led to a series of MOEMS devices
ith the potential to create novel functionality or simply

eplace existing methods. Two large-volume markets are
ithin reach: picoprojection displays and optical telecom-
unications.
With the availability of even more miniaturized

OEMS devices and light sources, picoprojectors inte-
rated into mobile devices such as PDAs and mobile
hones are receiving increased focus. During the past two
ears an increasing number of papers have dealt with the
evelopment of scanning mirrors. In addition to that, sev-
ral spin-offs were created focusing on the development
f picoprojectors, indicating the market relevance of these
evelopments.

The second large-volume market within reach for
ilicon-based MOEMS devices is the well-known market
f optical telecommunication. The rebound after the tele-
om bubble is now clearly visible. Market analyses are
redicting significant growth rates and market volumes,
specially for MOEMS-based optical switches and variable
ptical attenuators.

Results of further research and development activities
ddressing smaller or not yet developed markets prove
he high versatility of silicon-based MOEMS technology.
ptical spectroscopy for food analysis and process con-

rol is making increased use of high-performance MOEMS
. Micro/Nanolith. MEMS MOEMS 020901-
devices, while medical imaging systems, especially in opti-
cal microscopy/endoscopy, are starting to benefit from the
advantages of adaptive optical elements and very
compact/high-speed scanning mirrors.

This special section was intended to highlight current
research and development activities of the community.
Contributed papers were solicited from researchers in
the field of silicon-based MOEMS and their applications.
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